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Autobiography  

An autobiography is a self written account of the life of oneself. 

 

Tricky words  

1. lobe                                       9.won 

2. crib                                             10. spell 

3. utter                                      11. perhaps       

4.  frantic                            12.wondered           

5. discover                          13. marked   

6.  commotion                  14. peacefully                   

7. grateful                           15.interested             

8. ignorant                        16.caused    

 

 

 

Names of autobiography 

Sunny Days                   

 My Experiments With Truth               

My Autobiography 

Wings of Fire 

Authors                     

1.Sunil Gavaskar  

2. M.K Gandhi                                 

3.P.J.L Nehru                  

4. A.P.J Abdul Kalam         



1 lobe- soft, lower part of the outer ear.

 

 

2 crib- baby’s bed 

 

 

3 utter- complete or total 

 

4 frantic- wildly excited 

 

 

5 discovered- found 

 

 

6 grateful- thankful 

 

 

7 commotion- confusion 

 

8 wondered – to be surprised at something.

 

9 spell- a short period of time or moment.

10 ignorant- lacking knowledge.

11 marked out- different from others.

 

 

Word Meanings 

soft, lower part of the outer ear.  

to be surprised at something. 

a short period of time or moment. 

lacking knowledge. 

different from others. 



Frame sentences: 

1.interested- 

2.grateful 

3.visited 

4.wondered 

5.peacefully 

 

 

       Question – Answers 

1. What did Mr. Narayan Masuvekar notice on his first visit to the hospital? 

2. Why was Nan- Kaka horrified on his second visit to the hospital? 

3. Where did they find the baby finally? 

4. What would have happened if Nan –Kaka had not visited the hospital again? 

5. Do you think the title ‘Mix up at Birth’ is suitable or not? Why? 

 

RTC 

Read the extract and answer the following questions: 

“I am grateful to my uncle.. if nature had not marked me out”’ 

a. Whom does ‘I’ refer to? 

b. Why is the speaker grateful to his uncle? 

c. What does the expression “nature marked me out” means? 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Complete the web chart with the help of the  

Facts about Gavaskar 

Complete the web chart with the help of the  jingle. 

 


